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The effect of selecting for growth, size and efficiency on fitness (fertility and survival rate) and body composition was investigated by surveying a number of selection experiments which have appeared in Animal Breeding Abstracts since 1938. In the case of rodents and poultry, selection for body mass, growth rate and feed efficiency was studied in 26, 21 and 13 experiments respectively. Much less information on the relationship between growth, size or efficiency and fitness is available for beef cattle and mutton sheep. When selecting for increased body mass or growth rate in rodents and poultry, almost 90% of the experiments yielded data which demonstrated an increase in body fat, or a decrease in fitness, or both in the offspring. When selecting for increased feed efficiency, only 15% of the experiments surveyed reported unfavourable results. In general, the relationship between growth rate or body mass and fertility in beef cattle tends to be negative. Animal breeding for meat should not therefore be based on selection for growth or size alone. Other selection criteria should be investigated and the principle of utilizing sire and dam lines in beef cattle should receive attention.

Results reflecting selection for feed efficiency per se were not often found. This is probably due to the necessity for measuring individual feed intakes. Experiments reflecting selection for traits related to feed efficiency, e.g. growth at constant feed intake and minimum intake for constant gain, were included with experiments in which efficiency was selected for directly. There was a total of 13 experiments.

A recent experiment (Scholtz, Roux, de Bruin & Schoeman, 1990) which selected for parameters of growth and efficiency reduced reproductive fitness. In order to determine whether these results were anomalous, the literature was reviewed for experiments selecting for growth and efficiency in animals. The investigation was not limited to fertility alone, but was extended to include survival rate, body composition and feed intake. All the experiments investigated were performed on rodents (rats and mice) and poultry (chickens, turkeys and quails).

Materials and Methods

The correlated responses in fitness, body composition and feed intake were investigated by using selection experiments which have appeared in Animal Breeding Abstracts since 1938. Experiments were chosen where selection was for body mass, and traits related to growth rate or efficiency. The number of experiments for each trait (body mass, growth rate, feed efficiency) and species (rodents, poultry) involved in this study are summarized in Table 1.

Components of fitness, such as litter size, fertility, survival rate, etc., were all referred to as fitness.

The results of 26 selection experiments for body mass were obtained. Traits such as rate of live mass-gain, lean growth and protein gain were all considered as selection experiments for growth rate, of which 21 were found. Results reflecting selection for feed efficiency per se were not often found. This is probably due to the necessity for measuring individual feed intakes. Experiments reflecting selection for traits related to feed efficiency, e.g. growth at constant feed intake and minimum intake for constant gain, were included with experiments in which efficiency was selected for directly. There was a total of 13 experiments.

Results

The correlated responses in body fat, mature mass, fitness and feed intake with selection for increased body mass, growth rate and feed efficiency are summarized separately for rodents and poultry in Table 2. Only correlated responses mentioned explicitly were considered in this Table. Consequently, the data in Table 2 probably underestimate the correlated responses.

Differences between species across traits and between traits across species for the different correlated responses are summarized in Table 2. These differences were tested for significance ($\chi^2$) and the results are given in Table 3. In most cases there were no differences between species in the percentage of experiments showing a certain correlated
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Table 1  Summary of the number of experiments involved for each trait and species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Rodents</th>
<th>Poultry</th>
<th>Total number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body mass</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rate</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed efficiency</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

response. The only differences between species were found between increased body fat and feed intake. Owing to the general similarity of the correlated responses between species, these responses were combined in Table 2. In all cases there were significant differences between traits, indicating that the correlated responses were significantly different for the different traits.

From Table 2 it is clear that selection for increased body mass or growth rate led to an increase in the percentage of body fat in 42% and 67% of the experiments, respectively, while fitness decreased in 65% and 43% of the experiments, respectively. When selecting for feed efficiency, on the other hand, body fat increased and fitness decreased in only a small percentage of the experiments (8% and 15%, respectively). In fact, there was a decrease in body fat in 31% of the experiments. When selecting for increased body mass or growth rate, body fat increase or fitness decrease or both occurred in almost 90% of the experiments. When selecting for increased feed efficiency, this figure dropped to 15%.

When selecting for increased body mass and growth rate, feed intake increased in 23% and 33% of the experiments, respectively. Where feed efficiency was the selected trait, an increase in feed intake was found in 15% of the experiments. Only recent experiments, however, considered mature mass as a possible correlated response.

The number of generations involved in selecting for feed efficiency was much smaller than the number when selecting for body mass or growth rate. One may, therefore, reason that the more frequent deleterious effects encountered with selection for body mass or growth rate result from more generations of selection. It was, therefore, decided to investigate the correlated responses where selection was practised for 10 to 15 generations. These results are summarized in Table 4.

The same conclusions can be drawn from Table 4 as from Table 2. For instance, in almost 90% of the experiments in which the trait selected for was body mass or growth rate, deleterious effects on body fat or fitness or both were encountered, compared with 25% with selection for efficiency. This supports the conclusions drawn from Table 2.

Discussion

The results investigated indicate that selection for increased body mass or growth rate may have an adverse effect on body composition, fertility and survival rate. Selection for increased feed efficiency, on the other hand, may lead to fewer adverse effects.

For example, mice selected for body mass or growth rate became obese with age (Roberts, 1965; Timon & Eisen, 1970; Bradford, 1971; Eisen, 1976). A further consequence of selecting for body mass or growth rate in mice may be a reduced fitness (Bradford, 1971; Eisen, 1974; Roberts, 1974; Baker & Chapman, 1975; Barria & Bradford, 1981). Litter size was usually larger in mice selected for body mass but there were more infertile matings and their reproductive life was shorter (Roberts, 1961; Bradford, 1971; Eisen, Hanrahan & Legates, 1973). Roberts (1980) concluded that selection for increased body mass or growth rate in laboratory animals generally has two undesirable consequences, viz. obesity, especially with age, and a reduced fertility to the point where population numbers decrease.

The same conclusion may be drawn for poultry. In fast-growing lines, obesity was encountered with age (Edwards, Denham, Abou-Ashour & Nugara, 1973). This led to infertil-

Table 2  Correlated responses to selection for body mass, growth rate or feed efficiency in terms of the percentage experiments exhibiting effects on body fat, mature mass, fitness and feed intake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection for increased:</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Average number of generations</th>
<th>Increased fat</th>
<th>Decreased fat</th>
<th>Decreased fitness</th>
<th>Increased feed intake</th>
<th>Increased mature mass</th>
<th>Correlated response (% of experiments)</th>
<th>Deleterious effect on fat or fitness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body mass</td>
<td>Rats / mice</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rate</td>
<td>Rats / mice</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed efficiency</td>
<td>Rats / mice</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 \( \chi^2 \) Values for differences between species across traits and between traits across species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deleterious effect on fat or fitness</th>
<th>Increased mature mass</th>
<th>Increased feed intake</th>
<th>Decreased fitness</th>
<th>Decreased fat</th>
<th>Increased fat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between species</td>
<td>14,79***</td>
<td>8,34***</td>
<td>1,10</td>
<td>1,16</td>
<td>14,79***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between traits</td>
<td>105,40***</td>
<td>4,74*</td>
<td>60,80***</td>
<td>116,20***</td>
<td>20,46***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at 10% level.
*** Significant at 1% level.

tity, since excessive fat may interfere with the laying ability of hens (McCarthy, 1977). Selection for increased egg production in chickens showed a negative genetic correlation between body mass and egg production. The same was found in turkeys, where selection for egg production led to a decrease in body mass (Nestor & Bachev, 1970). An excellent example of the negative correlation between growth rate and fitness was cited by Pym (1981), who reported a 26% decrease in hatchability and a 46% decrease in the number of chickens produced after nine generations of selection for growth rate. This finding supports the general conclusion that a negative genetic correlation between body mass or growth rate and egg production may cause changes in fitness without the involvement of inbreeding (McCarthy, 1977).

Possible reasons why selection for body mass or growth rate may negatively influence fitness can be postulated as follows:
1. Eisen et al. (1973) suggested that the dramatically increased infertility results from the deviation from an optimum body mass associated with an optimum degree of fitness.
2. Barria & Bradford (1981) suggested that pleiotropic genes with opposite effects on growth rate and fertility may become important after prolonged selection.
3. Berg & Walters (1983) and Scholtz et al. (1990) believe that major changes in body mass or growth rate may upset homeostasis and endocrine balance, which has developed in each species over its evolutionary history.
4. Selection for increased growth rate may result in indirectly selecting for feed intake and this may lead to the breeding of gluttons. Such gluttons will become obese at maturity which may influence fertility.

Selecting for feed intake implies that glutons will result from the breeding programme. This was demonstrated by two selection experiments (summarized in Table 5); one with mice (Sutherland, Biondini, Haverland, Pettus & Owen, 1970) and the other with chickens (Pym, 1981). The results of Pym’s experiment (1981) clearly illustrate the deleterious effects on body composition and fitness when selecting for feed intake. The data reflected a 25% increase in total body fat, a 44% increase in abdominal fat, a 10% decrease in hatchability and a 46% decrease in the number of chickens produced.

A higher growth rate is usually associated with leaner animals. Thus, the increased body fat resulting from selection for a higher growth rate was unexpected. This can be explained, however, by evidence that shows that selection for increased growth rate tends to increase feed intake (Sutherland et al., 1970; Hetzel & Nicholas, 1978; Kownacki & Jeziorski, 1980) and decrease activity and maintenance requirements (Kennedy & Mitra, 1963; Owens, Siegel & van Krey, 1971; Masic, Wood-Gush, Duncan, McCorquodale & Savory, 1974; Kuenzel & Kuenzel, 1977). The nett result is that more energy is available for fat deposition, because the rate of lean tissue deposition slows down with age.

Information on the effect of selection for body mass or growth rate on fitness in cattle and sheep is limited. The results of Cundiff, Gregory & Koch (1974), Koch, Gregory & Cundiff (1974) and Muggli & Hohenboken (1983) indicated that calves from lines selected for heavier body masses showed a higher incidence of dystocia and calf mortality than calves from unselected control lines. The results of Laster, Smith & Gregory (1976), however, suggested that there was an optimum growth rate for optimum reproduction in heifers.

Table 4 Correlated responses after 10 to 15 generations of selection for body mass, growth rate or feed efficiency in terms of the percentage experiments exhibiting effects on body fat, mature mass, fitness and feed intake

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlated response (% of experiments)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection for increased:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A number of researchers (Monteiro, 1969; Bar-Anan, 1971; Gaillard, 1974; Soller & Bar-Anan, 1974; Taylor, Monteiro & Perreau, 1975) reported a positive correlation between increased growth rate and the incidence of dystocia or calf mortality. More recently, Scholtz & Roux (1984) demonstrated a negative relationship between body mass and fitness in beef cattle in South Africa. Selection experiments for growth rate in beef cattle in the USA showed that calving problems and calf mortalities increased. The same problems, however, were not encountered in similar experiments in Australia, Canada and New Zealand (Baker & Morris, 1984).

In an earlier literature review, Roux & Scholtz (1984) found that the global relationship between growth rate or body mass and fertility with between-breed correlations in beef cattle is uniformly negative (varies from -0.3 to -0.9). By contrast, MacNeil (1988) found a positive between-breed correlation of 0.2 in cattle. However, he also found a rather strong negative between-breed correlation of -0.4 in sheep.

The contradictions illustrated above may be explained by Sewall Wright’s presentation of the genetic landscape as elucidated by Lush (1945). This genetic landscape interlinks with Fisher’s (1930) fundamental theorem of natural selection which implies that in natural populations, reproductive fitness and body mass will be near to a peak of maximum fitness.

The nature of any particular relationship will depend on the position of the population studied on the genetic landscape. If the position of the population is to the left of a peak, the relationship will be positive, while it will be negative if it is to the right-hand side of a peak (Scholtz, 1988).

### Conclusions
In this study it has clearly been shown that selecting for body mass or growth rate may adversely affect reproductive performance and body composition. Selecting for efficiency may be a solution, but it is not always practical since it is labour-intensive and expensive. Some form of index selection, restricting feed intake or mature mass, may therefore provide a partial solution to the antagonism which exists between growth rate or body mass and reproductive performance or body composition. Some of the alternatives are listed below, although they are as yet unproven.

Firstly, selection may be practised for growth rate on restricted feeding, which might imply selection on roughage in beef cattle. Hetzel & Nicholas (1978) found that selecting for growth rate when mice are fed either ad libitum or on a restricted basis (82% of ad libitum) acts on different genetic components. When mice were fed ad libitum, correlated increases in feed intake, mature mass and fatness at maturity were found. When feeding was restricted, feed intake, mature mass and fatness at maturity were reduced. Feed efficiency, however, was improved in both cases.

Secondly, restricted index selection aimed at achieving a high body mass at an early age of the animal’s life, but keeping body mass constant at a later age, can be practised (Wilson, 1973). In essence, this represents a change in the growth curve of animals.

Thirdly, a partial solution may be to select for growth rate, accompanied by a change in current feeding regimes. This implies a movement towards restricted feeding practices in breeding animals, as is the case with pigs and poultry (Siegel & Dunnington, 1988). Hence, a solution may lie in the use of growth models, such as the allometric-autoregressive model of Roux (1980) or Parks’ model (1982), to predict feed intake for required growth rates and rates of protein and fat deposition. The feasibility of using this method in beef cattle is limited at this stage, since it is difficult to restrict feeding of breeding cows.

The use of sire and dam lines in terminal cross-breeding may be the ideal solution for beef cattle to overcome the problems of the antagonism between growth and reproductive performance. In such a system of terminal cross-breeding it would be possible to combine growth and fertility, which are likely to be two antagonistic traits.
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